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"Shrouded" means covered or enveloped, so as to conceal from view 

Translation from google

black
hole

shell of a scalar field



Motivation
Observation of black holes and neutron stars: a breakthrough

- Alternatives to GR black holes and stars as precise rulers of departure from GR? 



Black holes are bald in GR

No hair theorems/arguments dictate that adding degrees of freedom lead to 
trivial (General Relativity) or singular solutions.

E.g. in the standard scalar-tensor theories BH solutions are GR black holes 
with constant scalar.

• Gravitational collapse...

• Black holes eat or expel surrounding matter
• Their stationary phase is characterised by a limited number of charges
• No details about collapse 
• Black holes are bald

Collapse settling 
down



"Standard" domain walls



Black hole + domain wall ?

[from http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk]

http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk


Black hole + domain wall ?
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Domain wall will collapse because 
of tension
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Higgs-like potential + nonminimal coupling to gravity



Higgs-like potential + nonminimal coupling to gravity

BH



Test field approximation

BH

Assume background geometry and solve equation for the scalar



Test field approximation: cases

BH



Test field approximation: cases

BH

Case I

Case II

Case III

Position of wall Width of wall



Test field approximation: plots

BH



Full system including backreaction

BH

Scalar field profile similar to test field profile



Full system including backreaction
Condition



On the speed of gravitational waves

Almost all Horndeski (and beyond) are ruled out ?



Instability in early universe, Domain walls

vv



Solar system tests are OK



Conclusion and outlook


